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ABSTRACT
We describe our process for automatic detection of performance
changes for a soware product in the presence of noise. A large
collection of tests run periodically as changes to our soware prod-
uct are commied to our source repository, and we would like
to identify the commits responsible for performance regressions.
Previously, we relied on manual inspection of time series graphs
to identify signicant changes. at was later replaced with a
threshold-based detection system, but neither system was sucient
for nding changes in performance in a timely manner. is work
describes our recent implementation of a change point detection
system built upon the E-Divisive means [15] algorithm. e al-
gorithm produces a list of change points representing signicant
changes from a given history of performance results. A human
reviews the list of change points for actionable changes, which are
then triaged for further inspection. Using change point detection
has had a dramatic impact on our ability to detect performance
changes. antitatively, it has dramatically dropped our false posi-
tive rate for performance changes, while qualitatively it has made
the entire performance evaluation process easier, more productive
(ex. catching smaller regressions), and more timely.
CCS CONCEPTS
•Soware and its engineering→ Soware performance; •Information
systems→ Database performance evaluation; •Mathematics of
computing→ Time series analysis;
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1 INTRODUCTION
We work in a soware and services company and need to under-
stand the performance of the soware we develop and sell. Our
continuous integration system runs thousands of benchmarks peri-
odically (most commonly every 2 hours or every 24 hours), which
each produce one or more scalar values as a result. It is a chal-
lenge to analyze all of those results and historical data to determine
whether the test should be considered passed or failed. It is inherent
to this type of benchmarking that the results contain some level of
noise. In most of our tests the worst case run to run variation level
is currently less than 10%, but some sensitive tests can uctuate as
much as 20% or more over the course of a small numbers of runs. In
this paper, we detail the results of our experience in deploying auto-
mated change point detection soware for identifying performance
changes in an evolving code base.
1.1 Existing performance results and analysis
Our performance testing infrastructure is built upon our continuous
integration (CI) system: Evergreen [4, 12]. Evergreen tracks every
commit to our source repository, compiles the soware on a number
of dierent build targets, and runs correctness tests.
Evergreen also runs our performance tests. e performance
tests take longer to run than the correctness tests, so we run them
less frequently, but otherwise the performance and correctness
tests are the same from the perspective of Evergreen.
With any performance test, we must
• Setup a system under test
• Run a workload against the system under test
• Report the results from the test
• Decide (and alert) if the performance changed
• Visualize the results
is paper focuses on the last two bullets1. When we rst setup
our performance tests in our CI system, we had a visualization of
the performance over time, but no automated alerting. We had a
person (called the “Build Baron”) looking through the graphs for
regressions, and opening Jira tickets2 for any changes requiring
further investigation. e Build Baron would be looking at per-
formance trend graphs like those shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
Figure 1 shows a test with some basic noise, but no real changes in
performance, while Figure 2 has two very clear changes in perfor-
mance. e cases in Figures 1 and 2 should be easy for the Build
1Previous work focused on the rst two bullets and geing reproducible results [13]
2Atlassian’s Jira is our ticketing system.
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Baron to triage, but many other cases are not, such as the two
graphs in Figure 3 and the graph in Figure 4, which have smaller
changes and larger run to run variation. We quickly realized that
having humans triaging performance changes solely on the trend
graphs was not a tenable solution: humans looking through all the
graphs lose focus quickly and the problem would get worse as we
added more tests and system congurations. erefore we added
an automated detection system.
Figure 1: Performance trend graph with noise and no dis-
cernible changes.
Figure 2: Example of a clear drop in performance onAugust
8th and subsequent performance recovery on August 20th.
Figure 3: Performance trend graphs with noise. e sec-
ond graph (insert ttl) has a change in performance on June
13th smaller than the noise threshold of the rst graph. e
amount of noise also changes over time for the insert ttl
graph.
e automated detection system was designed to catch
• Sudden drops in performance from a specic soware
change
Figure 4: Performance trend graph with a small drop in per-
formance on August 5th. It would be easy for a person to
miss that regression when looking through many graphs.
• Multiple small changes over time causing a dri down in
performance
It did this in a very simple manner by doing three comparisons:
(1) Compare to the immediately preceding run. Did it change
more than X%3?
(2) Compare to a run from a week ago. Did it change more
than X%?
(3) Compare to a run for the last stable release of the soware.
Did it change more than X%?
is system was a vast improvement over just staring at graphs.
It was automated and computers do not get bored or lose focus.
However, we soon realized we had a large number of false positives
with which to deal (up to 99% as discussed in Section 5 depending
on how you count). All the tests have some inherent noise in
them. However, dierent tests and dierent test congurations
have dierent levels and types of noise. Using a static threshold
(e.g., 10%) led to a lot of alerts for changes on noisy tests. At the
same time it would either miss real changes that were less than the
threshold, or detect the smaller changes at some later time (when
the change plus the noise crossed the threshold). For example, in
Figure 3 the insert l test shows a clear, but very small change
around June 13th, while the map reduce workload is steady with
run to run variation (noise). ere is no way we could adjust a
common threshold for those two tests that would both catch the
change in insert l and not constantly ag the map reduce test, or
constantly ag the insert l 1 thread line aer July 19th.
While the system was noisy and painful, it was still useful for
us. Over time we added xes and band aids to the system to reduce
the number of false positives (e.g., adjust the thresholds separately
for dierent tests). Even with all those xes to the previous system,
the system:
• Produced a large number of false positive alerts that had
to be processed
• Missed smaller regressions (false negatives)
• Flagged failures on commits unrelated to the regression,
requiring humans to trace back to nd when a regression
actually happened
• Only agged regressions, not improvements
• Consumed a huge amount of time from the team to process
all the results
We wanted to improve the process to something fundamentally
beer. We started by trying to clearly state the problem.
3Where a human then looked at agged failures and X is a parameter of the system.
We used 10% by default
2 PROBLEM DEFINITION
e soware we are testing is updated in discrete commits to our
source repository. Our problem is to:
Problem 1. Detect which commits change the performance of the
soware (as measured by our performance tests) in the presence of
the noise from the testing infrastructure.
When the problem is phrased like that, it is clear that this is
a signal processing problem. e noise of the system makes the
performance results a stochastic process. As such, we reviewed
the literature on signal processing4. In particular, we decided our
problem was a change point detection problem. FromMaeson and
James [15]: “Change point analysis is the process of detecting dis-
tributional changes within time-ordered observations.” Our system
can be represented as the time series:
St = Pt + Nt (1)
Where St is the measured signal, Pt is a constant value of perfor-
mance, and Nt is a random variable representing the noise. It is not
clear a priori that the noise component is independent, identically
distributed (IID) or not. In fact, we have examples in which the
noise is correlated with time.
e noise is really composed of at least three components:
N = Np + Ns + Nw (2)
• Np : e noise from the test platform, including CPU, net-
work, OS, etc.
• Ns : e noise from the soware itself. is can be from the
compiler as well as other non-determinism or randomness
in the soware.
• Nw : e noise from the workload generator. e workload
generator is also soware and may vary in the load it
applies to the system.
ReducingNp andNw was the focus of previous work [13]. However,
as computers and computer networks are inherently very compli-
cated, non-deterministic machines, including things like caches and
predictors, we can only hope to reduce those noise components,
not remove them. As such, we have to learn to live with noise.
2.1 E-Divisive Means
Aer reviewing the literature on change point detection, we decided
to use the E-Divisive means algorithm [15]. E-Divisive means has
the following useful properties for us:
• Does not require any distributional assumptions other than
a nite mean
• Can be recursively applied to identify multiple change
points
• Does not require training data and works out of the box
on a time series
• Optimal sets of change points can be eciently computed
via dynamic programming and permutation sampling
Additionally, the main focus of our work is on retroactive identica-
tion of change points, not prediction. Many time series algorithms
are intended for forecasting, which is not relevant in the context of
commits being pushed by developers.
4See Section 7 for references on signal processing and change point detection
e algorithm works by hierarchically selecting distributional
change points that divide the time series into clusters. For a given
cluster, a candidate change point is chosen by computing a statistic
Q̂ at every point within the cluster and selecting the point with
the largest value. is statistic Q̂ is the discrete analog of the
divergence between continuous multivariate distributions. Aer
the rst change point is determined, the algorithm is then reapplied
to each cluster created by the existing change point. is process
repeats until the largest candidate Q̂ value is below a threshold of
signicance.
2.1.1 Q̂ Statistic Computation. To compute Q̂ for a series of n +
m points bisected at the nth point, let:
Xn = {Xi : i = 1, ...,n} (3)
Ym = {Yj : j = 1, ...,m} (4)
Represent the rst n points and the last m points, respectively.
An empirical divergence metric can be computed as follows:
Ê(Xn ,Ym ;α) = 2
mn
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
|Xi − Yi |α
−
(
n
2
)−1 ∑
1≤i<k≤n
|Xi − Xk |α
−
(
m
2
)−1 ∑
1≤j<k≤m
|Yj − Yk |α
(5)
e α parameter can be any value between 0 and 2. We use 1 for
simplicity5. We then aain Q̂ by weighting the previous result by
the size of our clusters:
Q̂(Xn ,Ym ;α) = mn
m + n
Ê(Xn ,Ym ;α) (6)
2.1.2 Termination. e procedure for termination in the paper
involves numerous random permutations of the values in each
cluster to determine the statistical signicance. Intuitively, if rear-
ranging the order of data in a cluster does not signicantly aect
the maximum Q̂ , there is likely no meaningful change point.
3 IMPLEMENTATION
Selecting an algorithm for detecting change points was just the
beginning. We then needed to:
• Implement (or nd an implementation of the algorithm)
• Automate processing our data with the algorithm
• Present the data aer processing
• Enable users to act on the presented data
e rst step of implementing the algorithmwas straightforward
as there is an R package [14] for the algorithm. We also wrote a
Python implementation6 to go with our existing Python code base.
Both implementations will iteratively nd the most signicant
change point in the series, and then analyze the clusters on either
side of the change point, until reaching the stopping criterion. Even
5Maeson and James [? ] observed similar results with α of 0.5 and 1.5, and presented
their simulation studies with α of 1.
6e Python implementation of e-divisive means is available here:
hps://github.com/mongodb/signal-processing-algorithms
though we used our Python implementation, we beneted from
the existence of the R implementation. We were able to compare
the results from the two implementations to gain condence in the
correctness of our implementation. It also gave us a reference point
for the performance of the algorithm.
It took a lile more work to transform our existing data into a
form that could be consumed by the algorithm. We store results in a
MongoDB database, with all the results for a given task build stored
together. We unbundled the data so we could easily generate a
vector of results for each individual combination of (system variant,
task, test, test congurations). We then saved the computed change
points in the database in a separate collection. Each change point
has the same identifying elds as the results data, plus data from
the algorithm itself, such as the Q̂ and the order of the change point
(was it the rst or N th change point for the series when recursively
identifying change points). Aer identifying the change points
for a series, each series is partitioned into clusters in which the
results are unchanging. We call those clusters “stable regions”. We
calculate common statistics for each stable region, and include that
in the entry for each change point. Statistics include the min, max,
median, mean, variance for the given measure, as well as howmany
data points are in the stable region.
e algorithm is run at the completion of every set of perfor-
mance tests. e result data is uploaded and transformed before the
algorithm is run. We replace any existing change points with the
newly generated change points. Rerunning the analysis allows the
change points to be updated as more data becomes available. e
data is statistical in nature, so having more data allows beer analy-
sis. As such, it is expected that on occasion a previously computed
change point will “move” to a new commit or even completely go
away as more data becomes available. Additionally, the change
point algorithm will never nd that newest result to be a change
point. If a regression was introduced, the algorithm will only de-
tect a change point aer several more test results are collected. A
three to ve day delay is common for our tests. is contrasts with
processing results for correctness tests in which the pass/fail result
is determined at run time and will not change at a later time.
3.1 Display
We then displayed the data in two distinct ways. First, we updated
the trend graphs discussed in Section 1.1. We added annotations to
show the change points as well as any Jira tickets that match the test
and revision. Figures 5 and 6 show two trend graphs annotated with
both change points and Jira tickets. e green diamonds are the Jira
tickets, and the highlighted segments are change points. You can
clearly see two tickets matching two green highlighted sections in
Figure 5, while there is a small drop with change point and ticket
highlighted in Figure 6. at gure is particularly interesting as
the change in mean is on the same scale as the level of the noise
before and aer the change, and a version of that graph without
annotations appeared earlier in Figure 4. As we will discuss in
Section 3.2, it is a goal of our process that each change point is
matched to a Jira ticket or hidden from view if it is clear noise.
We added necessary meta data elds to our Jira tickets so that
they can be mapped to their originating Evergreen project, task,
test and git revisions. We track both “First failing revision” and “Fix
Figure 5: Trend graph for index build background test. No-
tice two change points (green highlights) and two JIRA tick-
ets (diamonds).
Figure 6: Trend graph for the wildcard index test with anno-
tations for Jira tickets and change points. is gure can be
compared to Figure 4 which does not have the annotations.
revision”. Additionally, we needed to query this data every time
we drew the displays. For performance reasons, we setup a regular
batch job to query Jira and load the data into our database.
Note that we do not run the performance tests on every commit
to the source repository. at adds complexity to the visualization
above. A change point is identied for commits that were built
and run. e algorithm cannot determine which commit caused
a performance change if the commits have not run. Instead, we
can identify the range of commits between the change point and
the previous test result as suspect commits. When displaying these
results and annotations, we must be able to match up change point,
Jira ticket, and builds that have actually run, even if they point to
close but dierent commits.
ose annotations are great for examining how one test performs
over time, and identifying the location of signicant changes. It is
not useful though for tracking all tests, triaging the most important
regressions, and grouping tests that change at the same time. For
that, we built a new page for viewing the change points. is
new page shows all the change points on one page, grouped by
commit and is shown in Figures 7 and 8. Change points are initially
“unprocessed” and through triage become “processed”.
Figure 7 shows the list of soware revisions (identied by their
git hashes) associated with “unprocessed” change points. All the
change points for a single git hash are grouped together. e display
has the git hash, test name, task name, date of the build, and the
hazard level of the change. Hazard level is computed as the log of
the ratio of mean before to the mean aer the change point. e
hazard level has proven extremely useful in focusing triage on the
major regressions and it has the property that two changes that
cancel out (e.g., 33% drop followed by a 50% rise) have the same
magnitude. e display has the ability to lter or sort on any of the
elds. ere are two buons along the top to acknowledge or hide
the change points. Hiding or acknowledging makes a copy of the
changed point with the addition of eld to indicate that the change
point has been processed. e process of acknowledging or hiding
Figure 7: Triage view of unprocessed change points.
Figure 8: View of processed change points7.
a change point also removes it from the unprocessed change point
page. It will also be removed from this page if there is already a Jira
ticket for the same test at that commit. e list is short in the gure
because the remaining change points had already been “processed”,
with only two less interesting change points remaining.
Once a commit is acknowledged or hidden, it shows up on the
processed tab as shown in Figure 8. ere we have shown one
change point with a signicant improvement in performance. We
will isolate that change to a single commit, and open a Jira ticket
to document it. Once that ticket is opened, the change point will
also be removed from this view.
3.2 Triage
We have a rotating role of a dedicated person to check for perfor-
mance changes. We call this person the “Build Baron”. e Build
Baron uses all the views of the change points shown in Figures 7
and 8 along with the trend graphs as shown in Figures 5 and 6.
Ideally, the Build Baron reviews every change point, deciding if it
is a real change worthy of investigation, if it is insignicant, or if it
is just noise.
e Build Baron starts with the list of the unprocessed change
points as shown in Figure 7. By default we have the list set to
lter out some things (lower priority, canary8 tests, or some results
that are merely informational). e Build Baron goes down this
list investigating each git hash in the list. Each git hash can have
multiple change points (multiples tests, variants, etc). e test
column includes links to the task page with the matching trend
graph for the Build Baron to decide if the change point is worth
further investigation.
ey may determine from inspection that there is a clear change.
If so, they will try to isolate the oending commit. Recall that we
7Our Best Buy tests are based o of the open data set from Best Buy [1]
8Canary tests are tests run to detect changes to the test system itself. Changes in
performance for canary tests indicate a problem with the test itself. See [13] for more
on our use of canary tests.
do not run every commit, so once a performance change is detected,
we need to run the tests on the missing commits to determine the
precise commit that introduced the performance change. e Build
Baron will schedule the builds appropriately, and “acknowledge”
the change point by pressing the “acknowledge” buon on the
change point page. e Build Baron will need to wait for the tests
to nish. When the tests nish, the system will rerun the change
point detection algorithm in order to update the change point to
the correct commit. If the change point represents a new issue,
the Build Baron will open a Jira ticket for the change and assign it
to the appropriate team to investigate. If there is an existing Jira
ticket (e.g., this is the x to a previous regression) the Build Baron
will update the existing Jira ticket. If the performance change is a
signicant enough regression, we may also revert the commit.
Not all change points lead to Jira tickets. Occasionally we will
have spurious drops in performance, with the performance chang-
ing for one build and then returning to previous performance. Drops
such as these may go away if we rerun the task. If the performance
change is large enough it can lead to a change point being created.
We start by checking these against our canary workloads. As part of
previous noise reduction work we have a number of canary work-
loads. e canary workloads tell us nothing about the soware we
are testing, but a lot about the test system. e results should be
constant. If we detect a statistically signicant change for a canary
or otherwise suspect a spurious drop, we treat all the results from
that test run as suspect and rerun the test.
Alternatively, the change point may be due to noise. e algo-
rithm is very good at accounting for IID noise, but not for correlated
noise. Unfortunately, we have some correlated noise in our system –
some from time varying behavior on our cloud providers, other due
to things as nicky as code alignment issues in compilation and its
impact on processor caches. Either case usually can be conrmed
visually, and the Build Baron will “Hide” the change point by using
the Hide buon. at will remove the change point from the change
point page and change the color of the change point on the trend
graph to blue. If we have a sustained change in performance due to
cloud changes, we open a Jira ticket for that in order to document
it. at way, anyone looking at the trend graphs will be able to see
why the performance changed.
All change points that are processed (hidden or acknowledged)
and all change points that match a Jira ticket are removed from the
change point list. e list is meant for triage and those points have
already been triaged. We have the history of the points however
and can use it to compile eectiveness data about our system.
Since we group change points by git hash in the display, we may
have the case in which we want to acknowledge some of the change
points in the group and hide others. is is fully supported.
4 OPTIMIZATIONS
e computational complexity of a naive implementation of E-
Divisive means is O(κT 3), where κ is the number of change points
and T the number of observations in the series. Maeson and
James [15] point out that it is possible to compute the series Q̂
in O(T 2) (per change point) as each value in the series can be
derived from the previous with linear time. We implemented this
optimization in our POC.
e major generations of the implementation were:
• Naive O(κT 3) implementation
• O(κT 2) implementation (row/column dierences)
• Use NumPy arrays
• Use native C implementation (Python module)
We also tested compiling the rst 2 versions with Cython, but this
yielded only about 10% improvements and was discarded as an
option.
With a test data series of 173 values, using an Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-6560U CPU @ 2.20GHz, single threaded executions yielded the
following results:
Implementation Time (s) Ratio
Naive 0.622551 6103.44
Row/column dierences 0.011567 113.40
NumPy 0.001282 12.57
Native 0.000102 1.00
At this modest problem size, the native C implementation is over
6,000x faster than our original naive implementation, 113x faster
than a non-naive implementation, and 13x faster than our best
Python only implementation.
At the end of a CI task there are 20-60 new results. e historical
time series for those is fetched and the algorithm is used to re-
compute change points. e computation is easy to parallelize
as there are multiple series to be processed. Using the native C
implementation and parallelizing the computation, we are able
to re-compute all the change points in under 10 seconds. e
majority of that time is spent waiting for network communication
to the database, with the E-Divisive mean computation taking only
milliseconds. e computation performance is a combination of
the performance enhancements discussed above, and a conscious
decision to limit our analysis to results from N recent months, by
using up to 500 data points9. We do this since we are interested in
9is is approximate. If more than 500 data points are available, we will select data
points going back to an already computed change beyond that range. As such, the
computation will use more than 500 points.
catching regressions in new commits and new releases. Due to this,
our time series typically have 100 to 500 values and 1 to 10 change
points, and the computation time is minimal.
In our original project plan we were concerned about the O(κT 3)
complexity and had envisioned running change point detection in
a separate asynchronous job so as to not impact test execution
time. Due to the above optimizations we are able to run the change
point detection immediately aer each test execution in a simpler
process. When the Build Baron is running additional tests to isolate
the exact commit that changed performance, having the change
point detection immediately refreshed reduces the time to isolate
the change.
Even though the computation time is minimal in production,
we still care about the execution time. Occasionally we need (or
want) to recompute all the change points in our system (e.g., we
updated something related to the computation or we xed a bug).
Based on the current performance of the algorithm, we believe we
could recompute all the change points across our system in under
an hour. Previously we had a need to regenerate change points
for a section of the data and we tried to regenerate the points over
the weekend. e job was still running Monday morning when we
checked on it. When we tried to regenerate the data more recently
for the same subset, it took approximately 30 minutes. Finally, we
may want to extend the length of history we use in the computation
in the future, for example if we add a project that runs much more
frequently.
5 IMPACT
e point of this work, as discussed in Section 2, was to more
eciently detect which commits change the performance of our
soware. It has succeeded. Triaging performance changes has gone
from being a full time job that one person could not completely keep
up with, to one that the Build Baron can process all of the change
points and have time le over. ere is a morale improvement, as
the Build Baron is working on real performance changes that make
a dierence to the company. Additionally, we are able to detect
smaller changes in performance than we could previously.
We are also tracking performance improvements now in addition
to performance regressions. is has had a few impacts:
• We have caught correctness bugs (e.g., important check
suddenly skipped).
• We have been able to provide positive feedback to develop-
ers for making things faster. Someone notices the impact
of their work now.
• We can share improvements with marketing [19].
While we clearly and strongly know that we have qualitatively
improved our system, we have also quantitatively improved it. We
have two sets of data: First, we performed a proof of concept (POC)
before fully implementing the system. During the POCwe looked at
false negative and false positive rates, as well as general feasibility
related issues. Since then we have implemented the system in full,
including collecting the labeling data and the information in Jira
tickets. e combination of that data allows us also to measure the
eectiveness of the system in production.
5.1 Learnings from the POC
For the POC we implemented the calculation of change points as a
batch job. We then compared the changes points to the results from
our existing system and in Jira tickets. We focused on a 5 month
period of results. At that time our automated system used two level
of Jira tickets. e rst level was automatically generated by the
analysis code. e Build Baron then would go through that list.
e Build Baron would move representative failures to the second
Jira project, and link the rest. For the 5 month period we had 2393
tickets in the rst project, and 160 in the second. Of the 160 tickets
in the second project, 24 of them were “useful.”10 So, on average
100 tickets in the rst project reduced down to 1 useful ticket in the
second project, with a human going through all of those. In other
words, the old system generated a huge number of Jira tickets, of
which the vast majority were false positives, while also suering
from false negatives.
e change point algorithm found all the regressions we were
tracking in Jira tickets. e change point algorithm may have
missed performance changes, but if it did those were performance
changes we were already missing. From a false negative rate, the
new system was strictly beer than the old system.
We also looked at the change points that did not match existing
tickets. We started by sorting on the Q̂ value. e rst three that
we investigated led to two new Jira tickets. e rst element was
one ticket, while the second and third items shared a ticket. e
second item corresponded to a drop in performance and and the
third item was a later x for the earlier drop.
Since we did not have complete reference data for all the per-
formance data, we instead sampled the change points to estimate
a false positive rate. We considered only the change points that
did not match existing Jira tickets, as those are the potential false
positives. We looked at 10 of those change points. Of those:
• 2 were clear changes in performance we had not caught
previously.
• 4 were clearly noise.
• 4 were not clear cut. ey included
– One clear change in distribution (the test got noisier)
– Two cases in which the distribution changed slightly.
We think this was likely correlated noise in our sys-
tem.
– One large outlier value got the system to create a
change point.
Of the cases that were noise we used the order of change point
statistic to search for more signicant regressions. In all cases there
was a point in which change points went from noise or maybe
regressions, to clear cut changes.
Depending on how you count the four “not clear cut” cases, we
had a false positive rate between 40% and 80%, with the possibility
to tune the system. Given the previous system required looking at
100 things for each useful one, this was a huge improvement and
we knew we wanted to move forward.
10For this use we considered a ticket useful if it reected a change in performance of
the soware.
5.2 Learnings from Production
Aer the POC we put the change point detection algorithm into
production and have been collecting data. Looking at a 3 month
period from summer of 2019 for our primary performance project
we have:
• 12,321 distinct change points
• Corresponding to 178 unique git hash values
• 126 of those 178 correspond to a Jira ticket
• 122 of those 178 were acknowledged or hidden
• there were 79 unique Jira tickets for those change points
erefore, the Build Baron had 178 things to look at during
this period, and more than 2/3 of all of them were issues we felt
were worth tracking and possibly working on. We went from 100
notications leading to 1 tracked issue, to 9 notications leading
to 6 worth follow-up and 4 tracked issues. Given that we want the
process to be slightly biased toward false positives, this result is
close to optimal.
e process still is not perfect though. We also have:
• Acknowledged change points that do not match a raw
change point
• Acknowledged change pointswithout amatching Jira ticket
• Hidden change points associated with Jira tickets
e two cases of acknowledged change points not matching a Jira
ticket or a raw change point appear to come from a few cases related
to triaging: aggressive triaging and mistaken triaging. e change
points are grouped by git hash. It is easy to check some of the
change points for the git hash and observe a distinct performance
change, and aggressively acknowledge all the points. Alternatively,
sometimes someone hits the wrong buon and acknowledges when
they probably should have hidden a point. We observe both of those
cases when inspecting points for these two cases. We are adding
more auditing of how we label change points.
Hidden change points that do not match a raw change point
mainly come from a combination of marginal change points ag-
gressively triaged, in which the change point algorithm is able to
exclude once it has additional data.
6 OPEN PROBLEMS
is work is part of a larger eort to understand the performance
of our soware, and to know when the fundamental performance
changes. is builds on work to
• Build tools for making performance workloads
• Automate running of performance tests
• Include external benchmarks in our system
• Reduce the noise in our test bed
ere are a number of areas we continue to work on in this space
• Beer workload generation tools
• More exible result types
• Beer signaling of performance changes
• Determine if a “patch” has changed performance
• Identify, exclude, and rerun test runs in which “canaries”
have failed
• Use the data from processing change points to make the
algorithm more eective
Beer workload generation tools is about making it easier for
our engineers to cra interesting workloads, while the more exible
result types deal with handling latencies, percentiles, throughputs,
etc.
e next three items show the limits of the change point de-
tection algorithm. E-Divisive means is great at detecting changes
in distribution, but it needs multiple data points to compute that
distribution. It also has a bias towards the center of the longest
clusters. As such, it cannot tell you anything about the most re-
cent test run, and it will not detect two distinct changes if they are
too close together, such as in Figure 9. In Figure 9 a performance
impacting code change went in and was reverted soon aerwards.
ere are not enough commits for the algorithm to detect that two
distinct changes happened.
Figure 9: Example of a drop in performance followed
quickly by a x. e regression and x are too close together
for the E-Divisivemeans algorithm to identify both changes.
e bias towards the center of clusters is a result of the coef-
cientmn/(m + n) in Equation 6. e coecient was an integral
assumption in the consistency proof in [15]. Sincem+n = T , where
T is the number of observations in the series, we getmn/(m + n) =
m(T −m)/T = m −m2/T . e rst and last values of this coe-
cient are therefore 1 − 1/T when eitherm or n equals 1. All other
values of this coecient are greater than one (e.g. 2 − 4/T for
m = 2) and the coecient achieves the maximum value of T /4
whenm = n = T /2. Even if it would lead to possibly invalidating
the mathematical proof behind E-Divisive, in practice it is tempting
to explore whether these limitations could be removed.
e algorithm has a parameter for the minimum cluster size
of observations: N. e tests used later in [15] used minimum
cluster sizes N=30 and N=10, while we have operated with N=3
to have faster notication. With N=3 we require at least 3 data
points aer the change (including the change) to detect the change.
e combined eect of these limitations is that in our primary
performance project we typically get alerts of a new regression 5-6
days aer it was commied.
Ultimately change point detection is not suitable for determining
whether a single new test result is a regression or not. We can
use outlier detection to answer that question. e change point
detection algorithm can identify a stable region, and then we can
use outlier detection to determine if the patch build is statistically
the same as the stable region or not. is will allow us to react early
to very clear regressions, while change point detection can catch
smaller regressions aer a delay. We also have a use case in which
developers can test (patch test) their code changes (patches) before
pushing them to the source repository. We can use the same outlier
detection to detect performance changes in patch tests. Finally,
with our canary tests the goal is reversed: Rather than ignoring
outliers, we want to be alerted about outliers so that we can rerun
the tests or quarantine the results.
As mentioned in Section 3.2, we run a number of canary tests
to detect changes to the test system itself. If we have a sudden
change in the canary workloads we would like to ag the results
and possibly rerun the tests. e detection of performance chances
in the canary workloads, agging the results, and rerunning suspect
executions are all amenable to automation.
Finally, we are collecting a large corpus of training data related to
the change point algorithm, through the acknowledged and hidden
change points. is will allow us to compare the existing algorithm
to other change point detection algorithms. Additionally, we expect
we can use this data to either manually adjust the algorithm, or
train more advanced machine learning algorithms.
7 RELATEDWORK
Previous work has focused on reducing the noise in our test environ-
ment [13]. Our test environment is built on the Evergreen [12] CI
system. ere are many other continuous integration systems, such
as Jenkins [17], BuildBot [9], Travis CI [8], Gitlab CI [5], and Circle
CI [3]. e other CI systems have various supports for graphing
performance results. For instance, Jenkins has a performance plu-
gin [6] to support running common benchmarking tools, reporting
results, and ploing trend graphs.
e Chromium project has implemented its own CI system called
LUCI [7] and implemented regression detection [2] within it. Each
test requires seing explicit threshold values for alerting a regres-
sion. As such, it is very similar in concept to our previous analysis
system.
Google has a patent ling [18] for an algorithm called “Window
deviation analyzer” (WDA). It describes identifying windows of
data in a time series, computing median and mean for each window,
and estimating if the most recent sample diers more than some
threshold from those values. Like our system, Google’s WDA will
fail a test some number of commits aer the commit that introduced
a regression. Unlike our system,WDA requires an explicit threshold
and it is does not identify a specic oending commit (it identies
a window of commits within which a regression has occurred).
For algorithms for dealing with noise in time series data, we
found the NIST/Sematech e-handbook on Statistical Methods [16]
a good overview, particularly chapter 6 “Process and Product Mon-
itoring and Control”. We looked into using techniques such as
Moving Averages or Box Jenkins [11] for the time series data. at
would involve building a model of the process and detecting when
samples diverge from the existing model.
Additionally, see [10] for an extensive survey on change point de-
tection techniques in time series data, covering supervised methods
such as multi-class, binary, and virtual classiers, and unsupervised
methods such as likelihood ratio, subspace models, and probabilis-
tic models. ere are frequentist/Bayesian and parametric/non-
parametric methods algorithms for both the supervised and unsu-
pervised classes.
8 CONCLUSION
In this paper we describe howwe detect performance changes in our
soware using our continuous integration system and change point
detection. We run a large collection of tests periodically as changes
to our soware product are commied to our source repository. We
would like to know when the performance changes for those tests.
Originally we used humans looking and graphs, which was later
replaced with a threshold based automatic detection system, but
neither system was sucient for nding changes in performance
in a timely manner. is paper describes our move to using change
point detection (specically E-Divisive means) to detect and notify
when the performance changes.
In addition to implementing the change point algorithm, we also
had to integrate it into our existing performance testing system
and visualize the results so that engineers could triage and use the
information. We describe what was required to get change point
detection working in our system and how we triage and process
the results. We also describe our eorts to speed up the algorithm
so that we could use it synchronously within our workow.
e net impact of this work was large for us: antitatively,
it dramatically dropped our false positive rate for performance
changes, while qualitatively it made the entire process easier, more
productive (ex. catching smaller regressions), and more timely.
ere is more work to be done to continue to improve our ability
to detect when the performance of our soware changes. We discuss
a number of open problems for performance testing in general and
for using change point detection in particular.
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